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Gurps Mecha
The Mecha Are Here! GURPS Robots – Detailed rules for designing, building, and playing robots –
from the tiniest nanobots to the mightiest megabots. Warehouse 23 offers worldbooks,
supplements, and adventures, in physical and digital formats, for GURPS – as well as many of our
other game lines. Surf our site for the files you want . . .
GURPS Mecha - Steve Jackson Games
GURPS Classic: Mecha covers the entire genre of Mecha. Contents: An easy-to-follow step-by-step
guide to building mecha., Advanced rules with a plethora of options like transforming and
combining machines that can turn into cycles or fighter planes, overload boosters, psionic mecha,
energy...
GURPS Mecha | GURPS Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
It will point out things like: Minimum wealth needed to have this mecha, the mecha cost, the mecha
cost if was a signature gear, the mecha cost as an asset (both options), how much DP this model
have and how much you have remaining.
Modular Mecha Builder : gurps - reddit.com
GURPS Robots and GURPS Mecha for 3E are available on e23. Unfortunately there's no 4E
equivalent. I would probably just use 4E rules for humans and 3E rules for vehicles, bridging the gap
with house rules when needed.
4e Mecha Campaign : gurps - reddit
Gurps Mecha - Download as PDF File (.pdf) or read online. PDF of the GURPS 3rd ed Mecha book,
great for all your giant robot roleplaying battles. Needs GURPS basic set 3rd Ed, GURPS vehicles 3rd
ed, and probably 3rd Ed Compendiums 1&2 to be run as intended
Gurps Mecha - Scribd
GURPS Classic: Mecha. Character-creation rules for mecha-genre characters and cinematic aliens.
Advice on using mecha in everything from alien invasions to superhero campaigns, and suggestions
for running anime-themed adventures. Special combat rules that emphasize the cinematic nature of
mecha combat, as well as realistic rules for sensors,...
Warehouse 23 - GURPS Classic: Mecha
Mecha covers the entire mecha genre! In this book you'll find: • An easy-to-follow, GURPS MECHA
PDF - From battle- suited space marines to giant walking tanks, GURPS.
GURPS MECHA PDF - thecarillon.org
The written content of GURPS Mecha is good - some of the tropes of anime featuring mecha are
explored as well as the technical side of things.
GURPS Mecha: Mighty Battlesuits and Anime Fighting ...
For mecha as vehicles, I'd consider using the EABA Stuff! supplement (compatible with Gurps), at
least as long as there isn't a Gurps 4E resource for mecha. Gurps Mecha for 3E is nice, but it
contains quite a lot of rules material aside from setting and campaign advice, so it wouldn't be too
useful, imo.
GURPS MECHA campaign - Steve Jackson Games Forums
Brazos Evil Empire: GURPS Mecha: The Mecha Are Here! From battlesuited space marines making
an orbital drop to cinematic Japanese anime action... From battlesuited space marines making an
orbital drop to cinematic Japanese anime action...
Brazos Evil Empire: GURPS Mecha
Options for GURPS Mecha. GURPS Mecha is probably one of the most flexible mecha-design systems
on the market. However, there's still room for improvement; following are some ideas for making
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GURPS Mecha even more versatile.
Options for GURPS Mecha - Angelfire
The Mecha Are Here! From battlesuited space marines making an orbital drop to cinematic
Japanese anime action featuring giant walking tanks piloted by beautiful alien princesses, GURPS
Mecha covers the entire genre of mecha action! In the pages of Mecha you'll find:. An easy-to-follow
step-by-step guide to building mecha.
Brazos Evil Empire: GURPS Mecha
GURPS Classic: Mecha - From battlesuited space marines making an orbital drop to cinematic
Japanese anime action featuring giant walking tanks . From battlesuited space marines making an
orbital drop to cinematic Japanese anime action featuring giant walking tanks . Cart. 0. The Largest
RPG Download Store!
GURPS Classic: Mecha - Steve Jackson Games | GURPS Third ...
Review of GURPS Mecha. Goto [ Index] Ever eager to find new ways to roleplay anime style, I
decided to grab a copy of the long-awaited GURPS Mecha, which would at long last bring giant
robots into GURPS. Based on my prior experiences with SJG's products, my only point of concern
was the art -- could they come up with decent anime-style art? In ...
Review of GURPS Mecha - RPGnet RPG Game Index
The stylized jousting of GURPS Mecha can easily be inserted as retrotech into a WWII campaign
GURPS WWII 167
Mecha WWII | GURPS Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
GURPS Mecha is a refreshing alternative to the standard "party in a dungeon fighting monsters"
RPG setting. If you're a fan of Starship Troopers, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, or such anime as
Robotech, Mobile Suit Gundam, or Neon Genesis Evanglion, you will enjoy this genre of play.
GURPS Mecha (GURPS: Generic Universal Role Playing System ...
GURPS Lite. A 32-page introduction to the rules of GURPS based on the core rules in the GURPS 4e
Basic Set (mainly Characters). It includes basic character creation with advantages, disadvantages,
skills and equipment, as well as some rules for playing.
List of GURPS books - Wikipedia
Bibliography for GURPS Mecha. Hundreds of different mecha-related books, videos and comics
exist. The titles below only scrape the surface, but are a representative sampling of the best
sources available in English. Bear, Greg. Hardfought (1983). Cloned, energy-exosuited soldiers fight
aliens, but human identity is the main casualty.
GURPS Mecha – Bibliography - Steve Jackson Games
GURPS Dungeon Fantasy RPG kickstarter has been underway and with a week to go we really need
to push to get this through. The future of GURPS products may hang in the balance of this
kickstarter! Now is the time to get the DFRPG box set if you missed the original Kickstarter and
some other goodies too!
GURPS Mega Dungeon | Just another WordPress site
Mecha is the Japanese term for the mechanical devices that appear in their animated cartoons (or
anime), from giant spaceships to robot cats. But in the West, the word “mecha” is identified with
the most unique of these machines: giant piloted robots and battlesuits. GURPS Mecha is a book
about that kind of mecha and the people who use
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